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SUBJECT:   APU Generator reliability  
 
 
MODEL: Dash 8 Q100/200/300  
 
 
APPLICABILITY: DHC8 series 100,200,300 
 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
This Service Letter is being issued to summarize the investigation findings to-date of 
failures due to armature bar lift on the APU DC starter generator, and provide measures 
to assist Operators in minimizing the frequency of these removals.  
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
A number of APU starter generator premature removals have been due to Armature 
commutator bar lift, which leads to Generator failure ref FIG 1 below.   
During high load applications (e.g. starting an engine) a carbon film is deposited on the 
commutator, which produces elevated commutator temperatures and hot spots leading 
to bar lift. This condition is not an issue on the Engine Starter Generator, as the carbon 
film is burned off when flying at altitude.  
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OPERATOR ACTION: 
Bombardier recommends the following in order to minimize the frequency of bar lift and 
therefore any unnecessary damage to the starter generator: 
 

 
1. Minimize Battery starts whenever possible.  Use a Ground power cart if available. 

Ground Power carts should be checked to ensure they are producing 28.5 VDC 
prior to connecting to the aircraft. The GPU must be able to maintain 1000 AMPS 
at a minimum voltage of 28 VDC and maximum 28.5 VDC (IAW AMM12-00-05). 

2. When starting the APU, from Batteries only, allow sufficient time for the APU 
generator to cool down prior to starting an engine.  IAW Operating Data Manual, 
ensure Main & Aux battery loads are 0.4 or less prior to starting an engine.  

3. When cross starting an engines, select the APU Generator “OFF” and use the 
operating engine starter/generator. Before cross starting an engine, ensure that 
the generator of the operating engine is “ON LINE” and time is given to allow the                               
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